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I Twelve years ago I wrote Medical Nemesis. The book began
with the statement: (The medical establishment has become
a major threat to health.' Hearing this today I would
respond, 'so what'? Today's major pathogen is, I suspect, the
pursuit of a healthy body. And, importantly, this endeavor
has a history.

As a public cause, the pursuit first appears with the
emergence of the nation state. People came to constitute a
resource, a e population.' Health became a qualitative norm
for armies and then, during the nineteenth century, for
workers; and later, for mothers. In Prussia, as in France, the
medical police were charged with its enforcement, But the
pursuit of health was also understood as a personal right, as
the physical realization of the Jeffersonian right to the
pursuit of happiness. The valetudinarian's dream of a ripe
old age on the job, together with the economy's demand for
productive workers and fertile reproducers, fused in the idea
ofhealth, But what began as a duty and entitlement has been
transnmogrified into a pressing needs In 198e , would place
the historical phenomenology of this nove need into the
center of research. For many oc our the
pursuit of health has become consubstantial with the experi•
ence Of their bodies.

Since J wrote Medical Nemesis, the sypibolic character of
health care has changed, Americans now payømote money to
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health professionals than they spend on either food or
housing. An instructive paradox appears: medicines, psy-
chologies, environments and social arrangements increas-
ingly influence how people think and feel, while the concepts
and theories to which. the professions appeal are publicly
questioned. As a result, expenditures on various and sundry
programs of holistic -well-being have increased faster than
medical costs. Health appears to lie between the lines of
every second advertisement, to be the inspiration of every
other media image. Allocations for safety, ecology, law
enforcement, education and civil defense are approved if
they can be related to integral health care. Therefore the
relative importance of the medical establishment within the
health sector has been reduced. A curious mixture of opin-
ionated and detailed self-care practices joined to a naive
enthusiasm for sophisticated technology;make the efforts and
personal attention of physicians •ever more frustrating. I
suspect that the actual contribution of medicine to the
pathogenic pursuit of health is a minor factor today.

In Medical Nemesis, I set out to examine the spectrum of
effects generated by medical agents. I called these effects
'iatrogenic,' doing so with a rhetorical purpose. I wanted to
call public attention to the research on medical effectiveness
carried out during the late fifties and sixtiesqMy conclusion
stated the obvious: only a small percentage of all healing,relief from pain, rehabilitation, consolation and preventionwas attributable to medicinesMost of these outcomes occurwithout or despite medical attention. Further, the iatrogene-sis of disease is comparable in importance to the iatrogenesisof well-being. What sounded shocking then has now becomecommonplace. In his forecast for 1986, the US Secretary forHealth estimates that 80 to 100,000 patients will be seriouslyinjured by hospitalization. But this kind of accidental dam-age to individuals was marginal to the central argument ofmy book, I wrote in order to highlight the institutional,social, and cultural effects of the medical system. At thecenter of my analysis stood the iatrogenic reshaping of pain,disease, disability and dying, as these phenomena are expe-rienced by their subject. The cultural constraints of these
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experiences and their symbolic impact, insofar as they are
mediated by medicine, were my interest. I am not dissatis-
fied with my text, as far as it goes, but I am distressed that I
was blind to a much more profound symbolic iatrogenic
effect: the iatrogenesis of the body itself. VI overlooked the
degree to which, at mid-century, the experience of 'our
bodies and our selves' had become the result of medical
concepts and cares.

I did not recognize that, in addition to the perception of
illness, disability, pain and death, the body-percept itself had
become iatrogenic. Therefore, my analysis was deficient in
two respects: I did not clarify the historical 'gestalt' of that
period's body-percept or the role of medicine in shaping it.
And since I was unaware of the iatrogenic nat re of the
experienced body, I did not explore its metamorp osis: the
emergence of a body-percept congruent with a post-
professional high-tech lifestyle. To gain perspective on such
a contemporary metamorphosis, body history became for me
an important condition for an examined life in the eighties.*

I originally came to body history through teaching about
the Middle Ages. In my courses on the twelfth century, I
focus on the emergence of certain ideas, on themes and
concepts for which antiquity has no true equivalents, but
which in our time are experienced as certainties. One of
these we call our 'selves.' 'Some thirty inches from my nose /
the frontier of my person goes,' wrote W.H. Auden in one of
his poems. If you are uncertain about this distinction
between yourself and others, you cannot fit into Western
society. There is general agreement that this sense of self
emerges with the Crusades, cathedrals, European peasantry,
and towns. Further, its successive forms and its contrast with
different cultures have been well studied.

Little attention has been directed to the fact that the
Western selfis experienced as flesh and blood, that the birth
of selfhood endowed Europe with a body of experience unlike
any other. In collaboration with a colleague studying the
early eighteenth-century body, I developed concepts neces-
sary for a historical phenomenology of the body. And I soon
met others struggling with the same questions in various
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periods and settings. As body history takes shape, we are
able to understand how each historical moment is incarnated
in an epoch-specific body. We now begin to decipher the
body of subjective experience as a unique enfleshment of an
age's ethos. Through these studies, I have learned to see the
YVestern body as a progressive embodiment ofselC

Searching for a common element which might help me
interpre! disparate changes in the transition from a
Romanesque to a Gothic world view, I hit upon the notion of
body history. I needed to explain how the odor of sanctity
could disappear between 1 1 10 and 1180, how relics came to
heal on sight, the circumstances under which the bodies of
the poor souls in Purgatory assumed their shapes. VVhy did
the zoomorphs which decorate the inside of Romanesque
churches become gargoyles poised for take-off on the outside
of Gothic cathedrals? How did the Christ figure, with
outstretched arms and clothed in royal raiment, become the
naked, martyred body hanging on a cross by the year 1200?
How to explain St Bernard training abbots for a thousand
reformed Cistercian monasteries and teaching these men to
breastfeed their young monks with the pure milk of Christ?
And, most important, because of immense social conse-
quences, I began to understand the context within which the
ideas of modern sex and marriage were shaped. Men and
women were endowed with 'human' bodies which each self
could give to the other, thereby creating kinship ties between
their respective families, not by the will of elders, but by a
legal contract between individuals who exchange rights or
the body.

I came to see that there was a distinct awareness of the
body as the primary locus ofexperience. This body, specific
to one period but subject to profound transformations some-
times occurring within relatively short spans of time, was
parallel to, but clearly distant from, the body that was
painted, sculpted, and described. This insight and under-
standing revealed to me the kind of critique which Medical
Nemesis needed. At the core of my argument I had placed the
art of living, the culturally shaped skill and will to live one's
age, bearing or enduring and enjoying it. As a philosopher, I
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was interested in fostering and protecting this art and its
traditions in a time of intensive medicalization of daily life. I
tried to show that the art of living has both a sunny and a
shadowy side; one can speak of an art of enjoyment and an
art of suffering. On this point, I was criticized by some who
questioned my motives in redefining 'culture' in a subjective
way. My critics claimed that, by stressing the benefits of a
culture that is the model for and the result of an 'art of
suffering', I spoke as a romantic masochist, or as a preacher
anxious to restrain any expectations of progress. Others
applauded my attempt to root the concept of culture in the
experienced meaning of personal suffering.

Body history, however, led me to see what was genuinely
deficient in my analysis. Both enjoyment and suffering are
abstract concepts. They name opposite forms in which
sensations are culturally embodied. Enjoyment refers to the
cultured incarnation of pleasure, and suffering to the topol-
ogy of frustration, depression, anguish or paingEach age has
its style of experiencing the human condition that tradition-
ally has been called 'the flesh.'

Until recently, I had looked at the bodFs a natural fact
which stands outside the historian's domain. I had not
understood the difference, which can be great, between the
experienced body and other less ephemeral objects which the
historian must examine for their use and meaning. My
wonder at not finding a body like mine in the twelfth century
led me to recognize the iatrogenic 'body' of the sixties as the
result of a social construction which belonged to onhy one
generation. 10

I realize that the medical system cannot engender a body,
even if it cares for one from conception to brain death. In
every epoch, bodies exist only in context. They form the felt
equivalent of an age, in so far as that age can be experienced
by a specific group. -In most periods, women seem to have
different kinds of bodies from men, serfs different from those
of lords. It is the feel of the patient which tells the physician
what to prescribe-OThe first to repair the new windmills
which appeared in the thirteenth century, itinerant mechan-
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ics, were shunned by city and country folk alike because of
their uncanny (eel,

In the sociogenesis of our bodies, transportation plays as
large a part as medicine does. Bodies which require daily
shipment were unthinkable a few generations ago. We say
that we •go somewhere' when we drive or fly. Engineering
tnauuals speak oc 'self*transportation' when we use our feet
rather than the elevator. An(l we feel entitled to high-tech
crutches, deprived if wc must fall back on our feet. I can
understand the body of Arnericans during the period of the
Vietnam wac as belonging to homo transportandus, and carica-
ture this body as the cancer-frightened consumer of valium.
But after some study I see that the most apt terms must
directly refer to a transition now taking place; the dissolution
of the iatrogenic bocly into one fitted by and for high-techvø
Choosing the adjective fiatrogenic,' I call attention to the
very special relationship between the medical establishment
and body perception, a relationship which now dissolves
before rny eyes. I see something occurring.

Around the middle of this century, the medical establish-
ment reached an unprecedented influence over the social
construction of bodies, Designers deferred to medical norms
in creating new furniture or automobiles; schools and the
media inundated the irnagination with medical and/or psy-
chiatric fantasies; and the structures of welfare and insur-
ance systems trained everyone for patienthood. We
experienced a special moment of history when one agency,
namely tne€licine, reached toward a monopoly over the social
construction of bodily reality.

Usually the generation of the felt body cannot be assigned
to just one agent. SVhen the plague reached Florence in

no health care system was mobilized€ In a
study, Guilia Calvi describes how the entire city

rose to the challenge of the scourge. Barbers and surgeons,
together with candiemakers and smelling-salt vendors, mag-
istrates and grave chaplains of special sanctuaries
for desperate cases and incense merchants, each had their
particular response to the epidemie Cach 'guild' was tuobi-
lived to an 'antibody' of the plague. The flesh ofeach
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Florentine, male or female, anguished or diseased, was
caught, interpreted and reflected by different mirrors. No
single professional body could by itself encompass the
plagued flesh in a single mirror. No one•agency was endorsed
with the power to establish the felt body as suchléhe
mid-twentieth century bid for such a monopoly on the part of
medicine has been unprecedented and, as it turns out,
shortlived,

I have come to believe that the medical establishment has
lost this claim during the last ten years. Professional power
over the definition of reality has reached its apogee and is
now in decline. At this moment, a confusing mixture of
high-tech and herbal wisdom, bio-engineering and autono-
mous exercise operate to create felt reality, including that of
the body. Twenty years ago it was common to refer to 'the
body I have' as 'my body.' We know that this reference to
ownership in ordinary speech is post-Cartesian. It first
appears in all European languages with the spread of
possessive individualism, a phenomenon well described by
C.B. McPherson. But now I frequently meet young people
who smile when somebody does not 'identify' with his or her
body. They speak of the body they 'are,' but then paradoxi-
cally, refer to it as 'my system.'

During the sixties the medical profession was prominent
in determining what the body is and how it ought to feel.
During the seventies it has begun to share with other agents
the power to objectify people, From an enterprise that
objectifies people as bodies or psyches, a new model has
sprung up that engenders people who objectify themselves:
those who conceive of themselves as 'producers' of their
bodies. It is so far only a part of a new epistemological
matrix which is in the process of formation. It may be one
that brings forth people who experience themselves as
contributors to a complex computer program, who see
themselves as part of its textqtöothing seems to me more
important now than the clear distinction between the current
trend toward 'body building' and the traditional art of
embodying culture.
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